
Let’s face it - you can’t lose weight and keep it off without first getting to the
real cause of your overeating. Most traditional “diets” don’t address this piece
and that’s why they don’t work...

 
You’ve probably tried counting calories, drinking mummy shakes or
restricting food after 7pm and maybe it worked for a while, but since you’re
here reading this there’s a good chance you’re still struggling to keep the
weight off for good.

Keep waiting for the next new diet to try out
 
Keep wasting money on ordering calorie controlled meals week
after week that you don’t even really like to eat
 
Get to the bottom of what’s driving your eating behaviours so
you can finally lose weight and keep it off WITHOUT having to
follow a restrictive diet ever again.

A 75-minute intensive that’ll get you
started on your journey to permanent
weight loss, without having to give up

your favourite foods or follow a diet
ever again.

END EMOTIONAL

EATING

THE FIRST STEP TO EVERLASTING WEIGHT LOSS WITHOUT

DIETING IS KNOWING YOUR EMOTIONAL EATING TRIGGERS

AND BEING AWARE OF REAL HUNGER.

The way I see it, you’ve got 3 choices:



Knowing my emotional eating triggers and being aware of my real hunger is

exactly how I’ve lost weight without dieting or giving up my favourite foods and

kept it off for the past 2 years.

I know that ditching the restrictive diet mentality is THE THING that will help
you lose weight and keep it off.
 

If you’re sick of going on and off the diet rollercoaster, do NOT waste one

more precious minute (or dollar) on:

x Cleanses 
x Detoxes
x Diet foods 
x Meal plans 
x Mummy shakes

The only approach that’s truly gonna work is one that you can do for life and I
don’t know about you, but I definitely don’t wanna drink shakes or go without
chocolate for the rest of my life.

Think about what life would be like if
you no longer thought about food all

day long and you could just get on with
raising happy kids, deepening your
relationship with your partner and

smashing your career goals!

Imagine if you could lose weight with ease

AND still eat your favourite foods whenever

you want WITHOUT feeling guilty?

That’s exactly what I helped my client,
Bec, do.

 
And I know I can help you too.



Not only did Erin help me lose over 9 kilos in the last 6 months so that I can now

fit into my size 10 jeans, button them up and still breath, but I now feel in charge

and capable.  

 

The mindful eating is fabulous and made me question why I was really eating
and if I am actually hungry.  It has also been extremely helpful to understand
food is not a reward for hard work and every food group is ok in moderation. I
can still have a can of coke, eat chocolate and don’t count calories or worry
about stupid can and can’t haves.  proven moderation is key.

Bec, Stay-at-home Mum of 5

As a dietitian I know how the body works and what it 

needs each day to be happy. I’m also a busy mum, like 

you, and I know you don’t have the time each day to be 

spinning your wheels trying to figure out your 

emotional eating on your own.  The reason I’ve been 

able to lose weight without going on a diet and keep it

off for 2 years now is because I’ve been able to get to a 

place where I trust my body to tell me what it needs

and I listen carefully to what it’s asking of me.  And

I’ve helped lots of my clients do the same.  I’ve been

there, done all the work and read all the books so that you don’t have to.

Tha'ts why I’m SO thrilled to introduce a brand new intensive offer…

END EMOTIONAL EATING

It’s a 75-minute intensive over two sessions where we’ll work together to figure

out if your non-hungry eating is based on difficulties you’re having handling

emotions or if it’s something else that’s making it hard for you to hear and

respond to the needs of your body in a timely manner. 

 

Then we’ll come up with a 3-step plan to get you coping with your emotions

WITHOUT using food so that you can say goodbye to overeating and lose

weight without feeling deprived.



This isn’t just an "eat this, don’t eat that" session, this is me and you getting to

the bottom of what is behind your eating decisions and what you really need in

those times when you want to continue eating even though you aren’t hungry

and your body doesn’t need any nourishment.  

 

So that easy weight loss I told you about above?  It can be yours!  Not only that,

once you learn to strengthen your coping mechanisms for dealing with your

feelings you will feel an inner conviction to give up using food to cope with

emotional situations going forward.

After the first session, you’ll get access to me and my food nerd skills for

another session so I can provide further guidance and support as you learn and

practice new ways to cope with your emotions and become aware of your

hunger.

 

And that’s not all… I’m throwing in a BONUS PDF with the exact steps you

need to take to end emotional eating.  You’ll be able to use this to keep

learning and practising new ways to cope with your emotions long after your

intensive is over.

Before I started working with Erin I was emotionally

eating, hungry all the time, and eating chocolate or

anything sweet at night.  I was over feeling tired

and sluggish.  I wanted to feel healthy and

energised.  

 

Now I’ve learnt to eat when I’m hungry, fuel my

body with the right foods, the importance of

getting enough sleep and that I need to manage

my stress levels better.  Working with Erin has

changed my life!

 

Jacqui, Full-time Executive and Mum of 2



Are you ready to end the emotional

eating and finally lose weight for good

this time?

 

Then you don’t wanna miss this!

BOOK YOUR INTENSIVE NOW!
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Got Q’s?  Don’t hesitate to reach

out!
 

And think about it this way… for the

cost of this offer you could get 2 weeks

of calorie-controlled meals, or, you

could actually get to the bottom of

what is driving your eating behaviours

and learn new ways to overcome

overeating -  FOR LIFE!

So, it’s pretty much a no-brainer.

INVESTMENT: $375

https://erinoneillapd.satoriapp.com/offers/200232-end-emotional-eating

